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OCP IMPLEMENTATION MONITORING COMMITTEE
MEETING

Tuesday, August 21, 2018   7:00 pm
District of North Vancouver Municipal Hall –  Committee Room

MINUTES
                                                                                                                                        

PRESENT: Cynthia Luo REGRETS: Adrian Chaster
Guy Trotter Amelia Hill
Jennifer Olhauser (Chair) Antje Wahl
Maureen Bragg Betty Forbes
Mel Montgomery Katie Wilson
Jason Mah Vivian Osiek
Vincent Santacroce

STAFF: Annie Mauboules, Senior Community Planner
Cristina Rucci, Community Planner
Mary Jukich, Committee Clerk

               

1. Call to Order

The meeting was called to order at 7:00 pm.

2. Approval of the Agenda

MOVED BY Cynthia and seconded by Mel
To adopt the agenda.

CARRIED

3. Approval of the August 8, 2018 Minutes

MOVED BY Vincent and seconded by Maureen
To adopt the minutes.

CARRIED

4. Chapter 6 – Social Well Being

Annie Mauboules, Senior Community Planner and Cristina Rucci, Community Planner 
presented a PowerPoint presentation on Social Well Being and the five topic headings that 
were developed around social well-being.  During OCP consultation, mini workshops were 
held around each of the topics with stakeholders as well as a larger public workshop on social 
policy options.   The five topic headings, including objectives and how they were being met 
were developed as part of that consultation. The five headings are as follows:

Citizen Engagement
Objective – to involve citizens meaningfully in civic affairs and community life.
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 Policies refer to providing opportunities to engage, utilizing leading edge 
communication and supporting community capacity.

How is this being met:

 Expanded Communications Department
 Six “Levels of Public Engagement” training for staff
 New communication tools available
 Community building fund established

Arts, Culture, Libraries, Leisure and Recreation
Objective – to support lifelong learning, active living and cultural and artistic expression.

 Range of policies that support the delivery of these services, promote partnerships as 
well as accessibility and access in underserved areas.

How is this being met:

 Expanded mandate of the NVRCC to include arts and culture
 New Delbrook Community Recreation Centre as well as new centres in Lions Gate and 

Lynn Creek

 Express library satellites at Lions Gate and Lynn Creek

Community Services, Programs and Facilities
Objective – to provide, facilitate and support a range of community programs and social 
services that meet the needs of community.

 15 policies that cover a wide range of topic areas – childcare, seniors, community 
space, partnerships, diversity, urban agriculture and food security.

How this is being met:

 Childcare needs assessment and planning for future childcare demands
 Operating funding for social and community programming

Community Services, Programs and Facilities

 Partnership Agreements with not-for profits (CCSS and Parkgate)
 Dementia friendly action plan
 North Shore Community Food Charter
 Phase 1 social research and engagement work with City of North Vancouver

The District of North Vancouver have been working with City of North Vancouver on social 
issues.  Engagement and research results point to things around social isolation, childcare, 
isolation for seniors, building connections, civic engagement for youth, etc.  The results can be
shared once the report is completed.

  Personal and Public Safety
Objection – to create safe and caring communities
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 Polices relate to coordination, working with community partners, victims’ rights, 
policing models, location of fire services, protection of the community from risk, 
coordinated programs for substance abuse

How this is being met:

 Chemical hazards re-examined as part of Maplewood Village Centre
 Review of fire facility locations and fire hall/training centre in Maplewood
 Turning Point Support Recovery Houses for those struggling with addictions

Heritage and Archaeological Resources
Objective – to ensure that the community has a clear sense of identity and place and a legacy 
that links our past, present and future.

 Policies address the need to preserve and protect the DNV’s history and buildings, 
projection of archaeological sites and the need to establish a heritage plan.

How is this being met:

 Consultant retained to work on a Heritage Strategic Plan
 Museum & archives display across the community

Members reviewed Chapter 6 – Social Well-Being.  The following was provided on both the 
shared document (previously posted on Basecamp), and through the comments during the 
Committee’s round table discussion.

 2030 Target Banner – Reviewed and no changes requested.

Chapter 6 Social Well Being – Page 53

 We need staff to write the Social Plan Policy. Staff need direction from Council to do so.

 We affirm the collaborative work with CNV.

 Great plans for new community hubs in Lions Gate, Lynn Creek and Maplewood.

 Assessment of the Social Wellbeing section of the OCP is difficult.  Many of the targets and
specified objectives are motherhood and apple pie.  Annie’s PowerPoint is useful in a 
general way, as is the Summary of Grants, but I have no idea how to assess progress or 
strategies for many of the objectives, being as general as they are.

6.1 Citizen Engagement
There should be more public engagement at community events and more candidate 
opportunities with the public.

A comment was made to grow a population that is engaged and to get children to advocate.  
Most young people don’t understand that decisions made impact them and their ability to 
interface is limited and trying to engage is challenging. 

We affirm the face-to-face informal interviewing processes that DNV staff have done   and 
encourage staff to continue to do more of this.  
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The committee affirmed the importance of meeting people where they are at and making 
direct connections with all residents no matter their socio-economic status.

The Committee recommended the additional policy:

MOVED BY Vincent and seconded by Jenn

6.1.4 District staff needs to take advantage of all opportunities for outreach with 
citizens to make face to face connections and engage with vulnerable populations.

CARRIED

The Committee recommended the further additional policy:

MOVED BY Cynthia and seconded by Jason

6.1.5 Pursue best practices for diversity inclusion in civic affairs and community life in 
an effort to reflect the diversity of the community.

CARRIED

 How would a person who has limited English engage with Council and/or at public hearings? 
Do we have translation services?  

 I would be interested in more two-way conversations during public input at Council or during 
public information sessions. For example, let’s say DNV residents speak about what they need 
or want at a public information session about a new development. It would be nice to hear 
from the DNV staff who host the event at the end of the evening, a) a summary of the new 
ideas/needs/desires they have heard that evening b) a summary of the familiar 
ideas/needs/desires they have heard that evening) a summary of what they suspect would 
have to be traded to achieve certain ideas, or what might already be in the works that is in 
line with what the residents expressed.  STAFF: Would this be feasible? Beneficial? What I am 
hoping for is time for feedback that residents are being heard and expressed common ground.
(Does that make sense?) 

 It might not always be possible to do it by the end of the evening, but I agree with the general 
sentiment )

 I have never attended the talk with the Mayor sessions, though I’ve seen the posters at the 
library.  What are these like? 

 One of the policies states: “Utilize effective and leading edge communication tools”.  What are
some examples of the leading edge communication tools that have been implemented?     

 As to opportunities for citizens to have meaningful participation, our community association 
meetings are sometimes attended by the mayor or a councillor.  I know that this adds to their 
hectic schedules, but it is valuable and appreciated by our members. Should be encouraged. 

 Could there be a DNV booth at selected events through the year, with intent to gather 
community comments? 

 Could there be a program developed by the DNV to work with schools on how to be an 
engaged citizen? How local government works? This would be a great way to educate our 
municipality on how to decisions are made and the importance of being tuned in? Educate the
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children about the council meetings, and surveys, what happens when you write a letter to 
council? Have contests in the schools relating to DNV initiatives, have mock sessions of 
council, and have council meetings for students to attend? This is not a short term plan but a 
long term plan that would grow engaged citizens. 

6.2  Arts, Culture, Libraries, Leisure and Recreation

 I love our libraries! Marvellous job with the collections.  NVDPL is the busiest library of its size 
in Canada!  The staff is creative and knowledgeable.

 I love our rec centres! We have wonderful programs for kids, youth and families!

 We affirm all of the policies in this section.

 “Provide responsive and appropriate library, arts, cultural and recreation services to under-
served and developing neighbourhoods” Where are the areas in the DNV that are currently 
under-served?    

 Rather than building more costly hubs or satellite libraries, has the district ever investigated 
whether it would be more cost effective to run a free public shuttle service?  Something that 
runs throughout the DNV (i.e. under-served areas) with stops at all the hubs and libraries.

 The library is closed on Sundays for the summer and has shortened hours on Sundays the rest 
of the year (I presume that this is a funding issue).  Whatever the reason, if hours must be 
shortened, it should not be on weekends. For many Monday-to-Friday workers who are tied 
up with childcare and children’s activities on weekday evenings, the weekends are the only 
reliable opportunities to get to the library.  Saturdays and Sundays should be priority opening 
times. Shorten the hours at other times, when the library has the least traffic. Or fund full-
time hours. 

The Committee affirmed this section and there was no round table discussion.

6.3 Community Services, Programs and Facilities

 Music in the exercise/weight rooms in the rec centres should be silenced.  I have a frontal lobe
brain injury which leaves me susceptible to sensory “flooding” when there is a lot of light, 
movement, and noise.  If there’s no music, I can handle the gym when I wear earplugs and 
keep my eyes closed while on the machines. With music, I cannot. Having battled for years, I 
managed to convince the powers that be to kill the music at what they told me are their 
slowest times -from 1:00 to 3:00 on weekdays. More recently, they agreed to extend it to 7 
days a week. I can no longer make it at those times on weekdays and often can’t on weekends
either. As a taxpayer with a medical disability, I am suffering discrimination which is utterly 
unnecessary; people who want music can listen to what they like with earbuds, as many do. 
 People like me who can’t make the restricted quiet times simply can’t work out at the 
beautiful new Delbrook facility. For other patrons who would prefer quiet workouts or who 
don’t like the particular musical wallpaper being played, it is an unpleasant experience. I just 
hate that I can’t work out at a publicly-funded facility because of something which would be 
so easy to fix. Especially when I can find no private facility which doesn’t have music.  It ain’t
right! 

 6.3.3 There are gaps in transition policies.  We need more program support for young adults 
with special needs as they transition to adulthood. 

 6.3.2 Let’s reach marginalized or vulnerable populations in DNV with services and support.
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 A family of four is impoverished, according to Statistics Canada, if it has an annual after-tax 
income of $41,866 or less, including all money from government programs such as the federal 
child benefit payment.

 6.3.12  We affirm the community gardens and encourage by-laws that approve and support 
urban agriculture initiatives (eg gardens, chickens)

 6.3.1 What sort of coordination does the DNV do with public and private secondary schools to 
assess the mental health needs of young people? 

 How many community gardens are there in the DNV?

 What does 6.3.9 mean?

 What are the affordable child care services that exist?

Policy 6.3.4
Recommendation to encourage the collaboration between the North Vancouver School District, 
and the North Vancouver Recreation Commission and District to create after school care in our 
public school buildings.

Policy 6.3.12 – 6.3.15
These items are out of proportion to item 6.3.4.  Urban agriculture does not seem as important as
child care.

MOVED BY Cynthia and seconded by Vincent

Creation of a District wide Social Plan to guide the implementation of the social 
policies.

CARRIED

Policy 6.3.9
The Committee recommended to change the wording so that the sentence begins with 
“Create” instead of “Explore and pursue”.

MOVED BY Vincent and seconded by Mel

Policy 6.3.9 begin with “Create” instead of “Explore and pursue”.
CARRIED

6.4 Personal and Public Safety

 6.4.1  - kudos to the DNV emergency aid services who have responded to home/complex fires 
in the past 3 years

 I think a policy outlining cyclist safety needs to be added.

 6.4.4 - Is anything much happening with community policing?  We used to have an office in 
Edgemont Village, but it’s gone now. 

 Having been a Block Watch Captain in the past, could there be more to this program? We saw 
little action from the reports that were passed on the RCMP in the past, perhaps things have 
improved in the past 3 years? 

http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/75f0002m/75f0002m2015001-eng.pdf
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This section can be a cross reference point to other sections, active transportation should be 
in this section.

There are no mention of crossing guards.

Members suggested that when there is a Social Plan, that the plan provides a cross 
referencing of social policy outcomes with other sections of the OCP such as active 
transportation, affordable housing, protection of the environment etc. There ae synergies 
with all of these and the social well-being of the community. 

A comment was noted that there is no mention of North Shore Rescue in this section.

The Committee recommends that social planning decisions be elevated to the same level as 
other District departments such as recreation and library services and that social policy is 
considered equal to these other municipal services. 

6.5 Heritage and Archeological Resources

 6.5.7 is there a written and implemented Heritage Plan?

 I went to one of the DNV Heritage evenings, can’t remember what it was called but I 
thought it was great! We were asked for our comments on how to encourage 
homeowners of heritage homes to preserve their buildings as well as what our favorite
heritage spots were. I hoped more people would show up but the reality is, is that it is 
hard to get people to come out to anything in the evening. MM

Members affirmed this section and no issues were discussed.

5. Communication Subcommittee Report

A report was not provided.

As requested at the August 8th meeting, Maureen Bragg prepared draft correspondence to the
Provincial Government addressing the issue of sewage treatment. Members were requested
to indicate whether or not they supported the correspondence.  

Action: Maureen will forward the correspondence, and the list of names of members who
indicated their support, to Tom Lancaster for formatting.

6. Next Meeting Date
Members were reminded of the remaining meeting dates:

September 5th – 7:00 – 9:30 pm
September 13th, - 7:00 – 9:00 pm
October 1st – Committee reporting to Council
Date to be Determined – Last meeting to be used as exist meeting and a social to follow.
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The following members volunteered to work on specific sections of the Report to Council:

Guy Trotter
Vincent Santacroce
Jason Mah
Jenn Ohlhauser will amalgamate the report.

7. Adjournment
As there was no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 9:00 pm.


